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ABSTRACT

In the framework of recently proposed effective Lagrangians for weak nonleptonic meson
interactions the amplitudes of the decays K° -* 3TT have been calculated with inclusion of isospin.
breaking and meson lescattering effects. The imaginary part of the penguin diagram contribution,
which determines direct CP-violation in nonleptonic kaon decays, has been fixed with the help
of the measured ratio e'/e of CP-violation parameters. The modification of the U-Wolfenstein
relation for the direct CP-violation parameter in K° ( k ° ) -+ 7r+ir~7r° decays is discussed.
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1. Introduction

CP violation has been observed long ago in the decays of the

long-living neutral kaons into two pions [1]. Fro« the

phenomenological point of view, there are two possible Mechanises of

CP violation in Y decays. The first one is connected with mixing in

the mass matrix of neutral kaons, resulting in the fact that the

short- and long-living K° L-mesons (mass eigenstates) become a mixture

of CP-eigenstates K̂  (CP-+1) and K° (CP—1) characterized by the

phenomenological parameter c, K°«K°+cK°,ir£«ir£+e!̂ . The parameter c is

well-known experimentally, e - 2.27-10"3. Such effect of CP violation

can be related to K°-K° mixing either due to the standard model

electroweak interaction in second order or due to the Wolfenstein

superweak interaction [2] with strangeness change |AS|»2.

The second mechanism of CP violation is related to the

possibility of direct decay of the K̂  state into two pions (direct CP

violation). It is determined by the imaginary parts of the

corresponding amplitudes and is characterized by the phenomenological

parameter c'. In K° —>2n decays observable effects of direct CP

violation appear due to interference between transition amplitudes

into Jin states with isospin 1-0,2. In the standard six-quark model

direct CP violation is related to the complex phase factor exp(iS)

appearing in the Kobayashi-Maskawa nixing matrix of heavy quarks [3].

The first experimental confirmation of its existence in K°—»2ir decays

has been given in [4] where a significant nonzero result on the ratio
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of the parameters c and C has been found:

Re(e'/e) = (3.3±1.5) 10"3.

On the other hand, the very recent data of [5] show no evidence for

direct CP violation:

Re(e'/e) = (-0. 511.5) • 10"*.

In K—>3n decays, direct CP violation can possibly arise resulting

in asymmetries of branching ratios and differential distributions for

either K°(K°) neutral kaon decays or K* charged kaon decays.

Observable effects are determined completely by the interference of nn

scattering in various final states. However, until now, searches for

asymmetries in K—»3w decays had no positive results. Nevertheless,

theoretical estimates in the framework of chiral Lagrangians [6] show

that the observation of CP-violating charge asymmetries in K*—»3n

decays should be feasible for modern high statistics experiments. The

direct CP violation in these processes is tightly connected with the

well-known problem of the |AIj-1/2 enhancement for nonleptonic decays,

which is partly due to contributions from quark "penguin"-type

diagrams. Investigation of the structure of the effective weak

Lagrangian describing |AS j-1 nonleptonic decays appears to be also a

very actual task to be solved by precision experiments on K—tin

decays. In this work we use the same approach as in [6] to investigate

direct CP violation in neutral Î fj?1)—>3w decays.

2. Lagrangians based on a chiral QCD model

The weak nonleptonic Lagrangian describing strangeness-changing

transitions with |AS|-l and taking into account hard gluon corrections

has been given on the quark-level as follows [7,8]:

ot. (i)

Here, 0 are four-quark operators consisting of products of left-

and/or right-handed quark currents? C(((i) are Wilson coefficient

functions calculated in the QCD leading-log approximation depending

explicitly on the renormalization scale u. The operators 0s and 0fi

containing right-handed currents are generated by penguin diagrams.

The required effective weak mesonic Lagrangian is then deduced from

(1) by employing the following hadronization prescription for quark

currents j

^ •*̂ *1 (2)

:(qBqL)(qLqR)! - :(*„*„)<WJ ' i"5-

(quarks) (mesons)

where Ja*
vu-A denotes the current , and the symbol : ... : means

normal ordering. Explicit expressions for the effective meson

Lagrangians for |oI|=l/2, 3/2 transition were presented in [6].

The vector and axial-vector currents V , A^ employed in the

hadronization prescription (2) are derived in the standard manner, by

considering chiral rotations from the Lagrangian describing the strong

interactions of mesons in the low-energy limit of QCD [9-11]
1)

flOCD

where

(3)

1) Since significant signals of vector mesons are not seen in

K—->3n decays, it is sufficient to consider only the sector of

pseudoscalar mesons. We omit also the so-called Wess-Zumino term.
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Here F is the bare decay constant of the n—*uv decay and we have

L -(S U)U+, U=exp(i/2*/F ), where
MM

1 is the matrix of

pseudoscalar meson fields <pf of the flavor group SU(3) r > The

coefficients e2,r are given unambiguously in the low-energy limit of

QCD by

(8)

with N being the number of colors. The experimental status of the

Lagrangian 2 including fourth order derivative terms has been

discussed in [12]. 2 )

Let us next consider the symmetry-breaking term £ S B (6). There is

a mass matrix chosen in the diagonal form M =u25 . The parameters M2

are proportional to the current quark masses n^: Mi=-2miFQ<qiqi >,

where <q q > is the quark condensate. The values of ni are fixed by

the masses m^ , m^o , m^ : n2=0.0ll4 GeV2, ji2=0.025 GeV2,

u2=0.47 GeV2. The value of the parameter A2 may be fixed in such a

way, that the ratio F^/F^ has the experimentally measured value

VF7I 1-28

which gives A2=0.78 GeV2. For the experimental value of Fw=93 MeV we

obtain FQ=92.3 MeV.

2) We disregard here the so-called tachyon term. This term is

excluded by the low-energy meson data analysis [6] and represents an

artefact of the low-momentum expansion.

Finally, the interaction term (7) takes into account the QCD

axial U(l) anomaly [9] and is required for the correct description of

the masses of all pseudoscalar mesons of the SU(3) group including

the TJ' meson. Thereby the parameter a of the gluon anomaly (7) and the

(!),*]') -mixing angle p introduced by

TÎ  - i)cosf> + rj'sinp , t\Q - -ijsinp + Tj'cosp (9)

are fixed in the following way :

a - 0.729 GeV2 , 9 - -19°. (10)

3. Amplitudes of K°(K0)—Mi*n'it0 decays

a) Isotopically invariant contributions

In the amplitudes of decays K^i?)—wt*w~ir0 one can separate the

CP-even and CP-odd parts. In the CP-odd part there are two states with

isospin 1=1 - one symmetrical and the other of mixed symmetry [13],

and a state with 1-2. The experimental analysis [13] shows that

transitions with |AI|-l/2 are dominating compared to those with

|AI|=3/2, and also that there are practically no states with 1=3 and

transitions with |Al|=5/2,7/2. One defines the phase difference

between the two possible states with 1-1, a^-6^-^, where the index M

corresponds to mixed symmetry. The corresponding amplitudes for the

decays K°(K°)—>n*n"n° are parameterized in the form

>7rVir°)=-(a4 -2a,J+b'Xe
ia -(b -2b J

11 13 11 1J
+c'XYe

1

•2T {K°—»n V T I 0 ) = - {a^ - 2 a[3) -t -(b^-ab^v."- -c



where Y=(s3-s())/m7r , X=ts2-si)/mjl , s^fk-p^ ; k,p( are 4-momenta of

the Kaon and i pion; so={sl+s;!+s3)/3=m^/3+m* . The parameters b' and

c' describe the CP-even part of the decay amplitudes; & is the pha?e

shift difference for nn-interactions in CP-odd and CP-even states; the

parameters ;

have two indices: i - the isospin of the final state and j is the

doubled value of the difference of isospins in the final and initial

states. In the tree (Born) approximation (fig.l) we obtain:
" 1 ' •

, b(j , c and d in the CP-odd part of amplitudes

^ (7 + 2?.4!

—>7r*n irc decays given in the tree approximation by the diagrams

of fig.l is due to the |Al|=3/2 transitions and is therefore

suppressed.

The parameter £ defines the contributions of transitions with

1411»3/2. The parameter |& refers to the contribution of the operator

O5 containing right-handed currents. The quadratic terms in X and Y

arising from the tree approximation («ee fig.l) are completely

determined by Skyrme and non-Skyme contributions in the Lagrangian of

p4-interact ions £ (5). One can see that the contribution of the

Lagrangians £Qand E^ in the amplitudes with |41[-1/2 is proportional

to (l-?s). At the same time the contribution of the corresponding p
4

interaction is proportional to (l+£5). Thus, £_. cannot be absorbed by

a redefinition of parameters as e.g. C . By this reason it is possible

to separate penguin and nonpenguin contributions in a data fit for

K—»2n,3n decays.

dj, - -

•=•

where

3C

—C
ci

0

e F

G = 2/3sin© ccose c(-C +C +C ) ,

and m=mu*=mds 8 MeV,

.2 2

K ' c4/(-ci+c2+c3),

200 MeV being current

quark masses. Terms of the order of O(m^/A^) are dropped for

simplicity. One should note that the CP-even part of the amplitudes of

b) Contribution of isospin violation

The chiral symmetry breaking term (6) leads to (Tr°,n, TJ') - mixing.

The contributions of the corresponding diagrams (fig,3) are

proportional to the mass splitting between u- and d-quarks

characterizing violation of isospin symmetry. The diagram in fig.2a

gives the following contribution to the amplitude K°

The contribution of the operator 0fi is small and has therefore

been neglected throughout.



where <p is the (i),i)')-mixing angle (cf. (9), (10)), and

T 8=T(K°—MIVTI 8), T°-T(K°—MIVT)0) are defined by

0

p

(
Fo

" 3

m2

*k ) -

< < < • * ; >

n

with P=l + -4- The diagrans of (fig.2b-e) lead to the folloving
1 .2

contribution

where F(P
2,*») =

-T° (p3) slny

V

Here, TB(p2) - p2)) , T°(pz) 2)) and

2 ..as. ..

10

T ; ••
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Unlike the diagrams of fig.l (H°,TI,T|')-mixing leads to the

contribution of |AIJ —1/2 transition to the CP-even part of the

K°,K°—>3n decay amplitudes. In spite of the fact that effects of

broken isotopic symmetry are proportional to a small parameter (mass

difference of u- and d-quarks), they play an important role in the

description of the decay K£ —» it*n"n° and for the estimation of direct

cp violation in K°,K°—»3TT decays.

Besides the tree diagrams of fig.1,2 it is necessary to take into

account one-loop contributions (unitary corrections) connected with

meson rescattering arising from the Lagrangians £ , £ . For the

regularization of the UV-divergences, appearing in the one-loop

approximation of chiral quantum perturbation theory [14,15] we will

use the results of superpropagator (SP) regularization for meson loops

proposed for the first time in [16].

The SP regularization effectively leads to a substitution of

diverging parts in the one-loop Feynman integrals by finite quantities

determined by the structure of the expansion of the nonlinear

Lagrangian in powers of meson fields. It is possible to show that to

lowest order in the 1/FO expansion, the SP regularization gives the

sane results for one-loop integrals as the dimensional regularization

if one makes the following substitutions :

Where C^, = 2C+1+1/2 r|^(lnr'2(2z+2) ) 1 = -1+4C * 1.309 has a finite

value; C=0.577 is the Euler constant and c=-(4-D)/2. The results of

very lengthy analytical calculations of one-loop contributions to the

K—>3rr amplitudes can be presented in the following form :

a^ - G//2iia(-841.9+91.4Cs|r472.4i)(l-Cs),

b^ . G//2JI2 (-552. 3+123.70^-373. Oi) (l-?s) ,

b*- - G/vSji^ (-271.7+62.2C -368. 3i) ,
13 Sr

.4-73.

cL = G/v'2M2(-16.1+3.5C +30.
11 SP

c^ •= G/V'2Ji2C(21.5-4.3Csp+0.1i) ;

d^ - G/v'2iiZ(10.7+0.2Csjl+20.7i)(l-e5),

|\ = G//2W2C(-141.5+32.9C -124.4i),
13 SP

where T? = m^/(l44n2F2) .

4. Experimental data fit

We have to determine the parameters C( in the weak nonleptonic

Lagrangian (1) from experiment. In order to separate the contributions

belonging to the combinations (-Cj+Ĉ +cy and to C4, C5, respectively,

we used the experimental data on decay parameters of K—>2ir, K—»3ir

decays given in table 1: partial decay widths B{ and expansion

11
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coefficients g ,h of the matrix element squared with respect to the

variables X,Y:

The coefficients k( have not been used for the following reasons:

for the charged decay K —MI H H 1c is especially sensitive to

electromagnetic corrections introducing a certain ambiguity, as has

been discussed in [17]. This would not be the case for the decays

K*—*HVH° and K°—>n*iTnD, but here the data are not sufficient

statistically. A detailed analysis shows that the parameters k are

also very sensitive to ambiguities connected with the SP

regularization of meson loops.

The parameters e2 and r are not considered as free parameters,

but fixed according to (8). With this in mind, we get the following

values of the parameters searched for: '

(-C1+C2+C3)*
xp- « 5.32 ± 0.08 , C™1'' - -0.060 ± 0.006 ,

C**1"1 - 0.327 t 0.006 . (11)

C4 is entirely determined by the decay width of K*—»n*ir°. The values

of B|( g(, h(, corresponding to the parameter estimates (11) are also

presented in table 1.

Due to the CP-even part of the amplitudes of K0,!?—tn*it'n° decays

the K°—wt+rt"tr0 decay is allowed in the limit of CP invariance. We get

the following estimation on branching ratio B(K°—*n*n'it°) * 4.1-10"

4) The corresponding quantities and also the parameter values

quoted in table 1 differ from those of ref. [6] because now an

additional channel K°—m*n'n0 as well as (H°,T),T)')-mixing has been

included into the fit.

provided that p*-corrections, (nc,T)tij')-nixing and meson rescattering

are neglected. These effects increase this value by 13%. The

CP-violating contribution to the K̂ —»7i*n"n° decay dominated by

(K°-K°)-mixing is Bcp(l<!-wr*7iV) « |e|2 B(K°-HI*TTV) » 1.1-10"*.

The coefficients C (i*4) in the operator expansion (1) for the

six-quark model of Kobayashi-Maskawa are complex quantities [20].

Their imaginary parts determine the contributions of the operators 0f

with |AI|—1/2 to direct CP-violation (first order of the weak

interaction), which has to be opposed to indirect CP-violation based

on the mixing in the mass matrix of neutral K-mesons (either second

order in the weak interaction, or given by the Wolfenstein superweak

| AS | -2 interaction). As the analysis of the coefficients C( in QCD

leading-log approximation has shown, the main contribution to the

direct CP-violation comes from the penguin diagrams. Therefore the

parameter e' characterizing the direct CP-violation in K°—>2ir decays,

is practically predicted by the imaginary part of the coefficient C£.

It can be calculated from the following well-known relation

|e'| - u//2Im(ao)/Re(ao)(l-Q
7|7|-ftep), (12)

where a and a_ are the K°—*2n transition amplitudes into states with

1=0,2 ; t,>=Re(a2)/Re(ao) « 0.045. Here

d1™'- 1/(3/2) i T (cos(p-/2sin*»)2+(sin(p-v'2cosf):! - 3 — ~ ] — •-"

is the contribution to e' from the diagrams shown in fig-3 [21,22],

arising from (i),i)')-mixing (9) and breaking of isotopic invariance.

For the angle of (ii,-r)')-mixing given in (10) one gets the value

Cl^^O.ae. n*p is the contribution to C from the so-called

electromagnetic penguin diagrams [23]. The analysis in leading-log

approximation of QCD shows [22] that the corrections from the

13
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electromagnetic penguin diagrams to c' are less than 1% and so it is

not necessary to take them into account.

Using the experimental value of the direct CP-violation parameter

Re(c'/c) = (3.3±l. 1)-io"3 [4], one can estimate from (12) the imaginary

part of C which determines the direct CP-violation in nonleptonic

K-decays:

|Im(C)|""' = (7.913. 1)K10"5 .

5. Direct CP violation in K°,8°—>3n decays

The effects of CP violation in K°,K°—•>3ir decays are characterized

by a time-dependent asymmetry of the decay probability [24]

I(K°(t)->3Tr)-I(K°(t)->3n) _ -Z-t-F(t) (13>

where Z-<K°|K°>-2Rep/(l+|p|z) and p=c-i£0 is the parameter of (K°-K
0)-

nixing:

< L 1,2

F(t) Re[

+ TS(-)TL{-) ) ] . (14)

Here Tg L(±) are the CP-even/odd part of the K̂j L—»3n decay amplitude

and Am=mL-ms, R=|T
3|

2/|Tja. (All amplitudes have been integrated over

the phase space.) One can now define the relations between the

amplitudes

T(K -->nVir° -}
( c , E - i| » r * e •*• c'

E

T(K—>nVw°

* T(Ks—>nVn°

e' - s - i e and l+2s
T(K°~>irVTr°

s
^ T(K°—>n*nV +)

as parameters of direct CP-violation in K°,K°—>3m decays. Then,

Ts(-)TL(-)) (15)

From (14) and (15) one can find the direct connection between the time

dependence of the asymmetry (13) and the parameters c, c ^ .

The parameter c' describing direct CP violation in K°(^>)—»2n

decays is defined by the relation

— - c-2C

-2c' - if
Im T(t£-->TrV) Im To

Re Re To

Im T

Re T.

T being the transition amplitude into 1-0,2 isospin states of the

decay K°—mV. In [25] the w«ll-lcnown relation is given, connecting

the CP-violation parameters of the K£—*n*n~n° and K°—*2n decays:

e; o - -2c'. (16)

The relation (16) can be derived from chiral QCD in the Born

approximation. The corresponding K°—+2n decay amplitude has the

following form:

5 ^7?
X X

The amplitude of K°—>nVn° decay in the center of the Dalitz plot

(X»Y=0) i s equal to

with

15
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Hence, using

«' - i f
Im T(K°-->TtVir°) Im T

Re T(K°—>Tt*n"n°) Re T
(17)

one will get the Li-Wolfenstein relation (16). The (it ,TJ, TJ')-mixing

and unitary corrections connected with the nn-rescattering can have an

essential influence on relation (16). Therefore, the question of

direct CP-violation in IC(Kr)—nr*n~n decays needs a detailed

investigation in the framework of chiral QCD, allowing for all the

above effects. For example, the authors of [26] argue that the

p4-contributions essentially enhance the direct CP-violation effects

in the decays K°(K°)—nr*n"n° as compared with K°—*2n decays, so that

the value of e^^/c night be much larger than the Li-Wolfenstein

prediction: c't o - 10c' .

The results of our calculations show that the p* contributions

lead to a value of

(18)E' -= +3. 5C' .
• -0

Taking also into account the (it , TJ,T)' } -mixing one gets

e' = +5.le'.
• -o

(19)

This result deviates from that of [27]

C = ~(1.3tO.7)c'.

The essential difference between our approach and that of [27] is

due to the fact that in our work penguin diagrams providing the main

mechanism of direct CP violation are explicitly taken into account in

the real and imaginary parts of K—»2n, K—>3TT transition amplitudes by

terms proportional to £ . The real part of the K°—Mt*n~w° amplitude is

then increased due to the p*-corrections by about 20%, whereas the

imaginary part simultaneously decreases by about the same quantity. As

a result, the ratio ImT(K°—Mr*w*wo)/ReT(K°—>n*ir"n°) changes when

including p*-corrections by 4 0%. Since the expression for c' is

defined in (17) as a difference of two quantities being close in

value, a change of one of them essentially modifies the final

numerical result. This explains the appearance of essential

modifications in the Li-Wolfenstein relation discussed above.

If one takes into account corrections corresponding to meson

rescattering, one will find an additional imaginary part of C :

C o " («.4+2.4i)C. ( 2 0,

In spite of an enhancement of direct CP violation in the decays

K t K 0 ) — M T V I I 0 the value of this enhancement (|ê  | * 6.8C) seems

nevertheless to be insufficient for the experimental detection of a

direct CP violation contribution to the asymmetry (13). It is worth

emphasizing that the results (18)-(2O) only weakly depend on the

parameters C .
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Table 1. Partial decay widths B( and expansion coefficients

g , h , k of the decays K—>2ir and K—»3n.

Parameters

B+o
B

+ -
Boo

B
+ + -

h
+ + -

Boo+

qoo+

hoo+

koo+

h
+ - o

Experiment [18]

0.2117±0.0015
0.686U0.0024
0.313910.0024

0.055910.0003
-0.216 ±0.003

0.011 10.004
-0.010 ±0.003

0.0173±0.0005
f 0.607 ±0.030

1 0.588 ±0.019 *'
I 0.034 ±0.020

{ 0.043 tO.007 *'
0.011 ±0.007 *'

0.124010.0020
0.670 ±0.014
0.079 ±0.007
0.010 ±0.002

Chiral QCD

0.2118
0.6854
0.3145

0.0561
-0.203

0.079
not used in fit

0.0176

0.569

0.081

not used in fit

0.1240
0.598
0.OS6
not used in fit

Data from [19]
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Diagrams of K—»3n decay in Born approximation of chiral

quantum field theory.

Fig.2. Diagrams of isospin-violating contributions to K°(K°)—»3n

decays.

Fig. 3. Diagrams of (TJ, v)')-mixing contributions to K°—>2n decay.
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